Future of Research/Scholarship at the University of Cincinnati (Pathways A & B)

I. Overview:

Research success, both traditionally funded and unfunded, is the primary driver for any university’s prestige and reputation, ultimately improving its ability to accomplish all of its missions. While University-level research investments strive to support society and enhance our University’s reputation, we must also strive to continue to invest in both fundamental discovery as well as applied research whether traditionally funded or unfunded, upon which our success as a research institution truly depends. We recognize the world’s finest research universities have areas of strength in a myriad of academic fields, and that the ability to attract external funding is not the sole metric for success. Rather success must be measured in our ability to advance knowledge, disciplines, reputation, working with other universities, and society’s interest and well-being, regionally, nationally and globally. Although research in the arts, performing arts, humanities, and social sciences tends not to generate large amounts of extramural funding, these areas are no less vital to the prestige of high research intensive academic institutions (i.e. Carnegie Classification). Excellence in all areas is a prerequisite for national and international standing, and is essential in providing a rich and inclusive learning and research environment.

Our research enterprise is essential to the University of Cincinnati’s (UC) mission in all aspects of what the University seeks to be, including: educating and training of future scientists, teachers, and clinicians; generating knowledge that has positive outcomes for stakeholders inside and outside of the institution; improving healthcare; and enhancing community economic and social growth and well-being. A defining characteristic of our research agenda will be the inclusion of a wide range of voices, perspectives, and experiences, especially of those who have been historically underrepresented. As with our educational mission, research efforts must be proactively supported and nurtured (i.e. sustained) to continue to support our university mission and remain competitive. Vigilance as to what constitutes a sustainable research enterprise is critical since the long-term viability of research cannot be taken for granted if left unattended. In the current research environment, shifting faculty dynamics, increasing external competition, aging infrastructure, dramatic shifts in funding sources and the stress to support higher education, all create a challenging environment for sustainable growth in research and to maintaining the infrastructure necessary to meet these challenges.

This report makes a series of recommendations which will be necessary to maintain our status as a highly intensive research university in the upcoming decade. These recommendations are guided by the values of:

- Quality of effort
- Equality of opportunity
Pathway A focused on both traditionally funded and unfunded scholarship in the STEM disciplines, business, and design; whereas, Pathway B focused on research and scholarship in the arts, humanities, performing arts and social sciences. Emphasis in the future must focus on the integration of Pathways A & B and research with education and community outreach. Both Pathways A & B will become permanent advisory committees to the VP for Research and the University Executive Committee under more suitable names to ensure continuity of this effort.

II. Five overreaching goals will frame our efforts:

1. Reaffirming the Quality and Essential Nature of our Research Mission
2. Equality and Diversity in all Aspects of our Research Enterprise
3. Building a Culture and Environment of Cross-disciplinary Research
4. Creating a Sustainable Infrastructure which supports Cross-disciplinary Research
5. Realigning the Faculty Reward System to Value Research Excellence

Each of these goals is addressed in turn below with specific recommendations for each and steps to complete each recommendation. Recommendations are identified as requiring: Changes in University/College policy and/or Investment; and further characterized as Programmatic, Infrastructure, or Faculty development.

GOAL 1. REAFFIRMATION OF THE RESEARCH MISSION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Major research intensive universities such as UC are anchored by three primary missions: education, research and service to the community. While education is an exceptionally important part of our mission at UC, research is equally important to our vision of who we strive to be, the well-being of our community-at-large and to our educational mission in providing experiential learning and training for our students. Moreover, it is through research accomplishments that major public universities build prestige in order to attract the best faculty, students and philanthropic gifts. Our three missions are not in competition with each other, but rather the strength of our University as a whole is predicated on our ability to integrate and leverage all of our missions into a single vision.

Recommendation 1 (Changes in University/College policy): Reaffirm the research mission as essential to the overall vision of the University.

There are 3 critical steps in accomplishing this recommendation:

Step 1. Reaffirm to ourselves and the community the importance of our research mission at all levels including the Board of Trustees, central UC Administration,
UC colleges, and our faculty, staff and students. It must be clearly communicated internally and externally that our research mission is a part of “who we are” and “why we are here.” Specifically our research mission must be clear to both our Mission and Vision as a university.

Step 2. Seek greater integration between all of our missions of research, education, and community service.

Step 3. We must reaffirm our intent to become national and international leaders in research based on our values of quality, equality, cross-disciplinary effort, sustainability and competitiveness.

GOAL 2. **Equality and Diversity in all Aspects of our Research Enterprise**

(Changes in University/College policy)
Success in our research enterprise is linked directly to our ability to embed equality and diversity in the recruitment, management and professional development of research faculty, staff and students with all processes being transparent, fair, and consistent. We cannot begin to solve the world’s problems unless our faculty, staff and students mirror and understand all aspects of our society and the environment in which we live. Senior managers and principal investigators will lead by example in creating an environment in which all researchers are valued for their unique, multifaceted perspectives, contributions, and research output that both reflect and advance the diverse communities we serve. Diversity in thought and approach will be instrumental in maintaining an excellent and robust research engine capable of “real-world solutions” in the face of ever-changing national and global needs. Adopting these principles will reduce, if not eliminate, the structural inequities that have disproportionately affected the performance and career advancement of underrepresented populations. Ultimately, all researchers will be empowered to share in the responsibility of developing a culture of inclusion - one that removes barriers and provides opportunities to grow our research excellence. Not only will this focus on equality and diversity elevate our research profile and enhance the university's reputation as a destination for researchers of the highest caliber, but it will also position UC as a more attractive and competitive option for the next generation of researchers.

GOAL 3. **Build a Culture of Cross-Disciplinary Research**

Recommendation 2 (Changes in University/College policy; Investment; Programmatic; Infrastructure; Faculty Development): Identify areas for University research excellence which build on existing strengths and which provide the greatest opportunity for cross-disciplinary effort. A central goal will be to build on strong disciplinary efforts to enhance broad-based cross-disciplinary research (interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary team efforts), involving diverse faculty and student teams bridging units, disciplines and colleges (Especially true in diverse colleges such as A&S) in order to build regional, national and internationally recognized areas of excellence. Cross-
disciplinary also implies the integration and support of fundamental (pure/theoretical), translational and applied research efforts. It should also be kept in mind that at the core of cross-disciplinary success is our ability to maintain disciplinary excellence.

Initial areas of focus in Pathway A (See Section IV. For Pathway B) will build on existing foundations, and were selected where UC:

1) Has proven disciplinary expertise, leadership and strength;
2) Has competitive opportunity in areas of scientific and societal importance;
3) Has established facilities capable of supporting these areas. (Table 1.)
4) Were selected by faculty consensus in a yearlong process including “Listening to the Future”, faculty forums, discussion with Dean’s and faculty feedback through the VP for Research web site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Initial Areas of Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Analytics/Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reality we face is we cannot afford to focus on unlimited areas of excellence in an environment of limited resources. Nor can we continue an existing culture of disparate independent or college-based initiatives which silo our efforts or exclude participation. We must, however, guard against replacing one silo-based culture with another represented by independent institutes and/or centers or divided solely by disciplines. The areas selected were intentionally broad to promote inclusion and are only limited by the willingness of disciplines to participate. The areas selected must be viewed as opportunity for inclusion bringing discipline-based faculty together to create cross-disciplinary effort limited only by our imagination. (Figure 1.) It must also be recognized that a list of focus areas will not and should not prevent the development of additional areas of excellence as long as it can be clearly demonstrated as promoting the principles which advance disciplinary knowledge and the reputation of UC.
Figure 1. Focus Areas must be viewed as cross-disciplinary engines supported by disciplinary efforts within a framework that is sustainable. In such a view, converging efforts between different focus areas will become the key to our sustainability. As examples, the crossover between sensing and health or between analytics and the environment may lead to greater opportunity than if they remain apart. In addition, the crossover between fundamental/theoretical and applied research will be essential to the success of cross-disciplinary research. Future focus areas must build on and not compete with each other in a similar framework. While viewed through the perspective of colleges, maintaining disciplinary strength is at the very core of cross-disciplinary success.

It should be noted at the outset that cross-disciplinary research must be built taking advantage of existing faculty strengths who already have track records of intramural and extramural collaborations. It is therefore a prerequisite that UC invest adequately in relevant disciplinary programs within each focus area as they build cross-disciplinary collaborations. Such investments may include adequate start-up for new faculty, re-investment in existing faculty to achieve the next level of success or to bridge existing success, strategically filling vacancies following attrition or retirement to ensure disciplinary future, updating facilities and investing in state-of-the-art equipment. For this reason, any cluster hires must be built around programmatic development which can also integrate with the educational process. Clearly, some key areas of excellence and discipline have been underfunded in recent years and are now short of essential faculty and infrastructure. Restoring these areas and maintaining them thereafter will require a large infusion of new resources over the next five years, rather than past efforts of reduction and redistribution.

Consistent with this approach, several major funding agencies have undertaken robust efforts to support cross-disciplinary research and training, including NSF (e.g., http://www.nsf.gov/od/oua/additional_resources/interdisciplinary_research/), NIH (e.g., http://commonfund.nih.gov/interdisciplinary/), Education and Research Centers funded by CDC (e.g., http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/programs/tg/), Research Opportunities in Spaces and
Step 1. Invest in new and existing faculty around cross-disciplinary programmatic focus areas. Enhancement of existing or the creation of new programmatic areas will offer the best opportunities to promote sustainable scholarship, advance the reputation of the university and attract the best and brightest students. Leadership must be identified or recruited to lead efforts to organize existing faculty efforts, identify new faculty to be recruited and lead efforts to identify best opportunities for programmatic development in the focus areas. A support structure of existing faculty and recruitment of new faculty could be completed through an RFP process which addresses overall goals, ensures equality and inclusiveness across a college or campus, identifies areas of initial research effort, defines measures of outcome and efforts necessary to make the program sustainable, and provides an estimate to the number of faculty, facilities and start-up funding required for development. This process should be open to new focus areas if a clear case can be made for campus-wide participation. Needs for cross-disciplinary cluster hires must be defined including how cross-college teams will interact, any special needs such as shared or combined facilities that will be required, and barriers which must be overcome for success of the entire cross-disciplinary effort (shared space, RPT, joint appointments, etc.).

Step 2. Create a physical space in a central University location to promote relationship building, encourage intellectual discourse and foster cross-disciplinary partnerships among disparate faculty and students. A major impediment to research across disciplines is the lack of easy access to convenient meeting space for faculty from different colleges and areas of campus. While technology has made it easier to maintain collaborations over distance, it is not conducive to the process of building relationships that lead to collaboration. Physical space should be easily scheduled. The location should be reachable by frequent shuttle, be close to the shuttle stop, and also close to an area available to faculty for short-term parking (i.e. Previous Faculty Club). This space must be identified in the first year and at minimal cost.

Recommendation 3 (Changes in University/College policy; Investment; Programmatic; Infrastructure): Develop cross-disciplinary research programs within the five focus areas including cross-disciplinary degree programs using a model that encourages and supports college participation rather than creating additional competition for college resources and college strategic planning.
Step 1. Programmatic Development (Changes in University/College policy; Investment; Programmatic; Infrastructure) Support of existing faculty, recruitment of new faculty and enhancement of supporting infrastructure in each of the five focus areas must be built within a framework of cross-disciplinary programmatic development which includes; emphasis on significance and innovation, clearly defined goals and aims, clear pathways for success with well-defined outcomes, required infrastructure and plans for sustainability. Cross-disciplinary programs and degrees must be driven through colleges in order to advance their research goals, recognition/ranking and by making new resources available to the faculty and colleges rather than a competitive drain on existing resources. Any financial models for colleges used by the university must take into account rewarding cross-collegiate efforts and collaboration.

Step 2. Shared Research Space (Changes in University/College policy; Investment; Programmatic; Infrastructure) for cross-disciplinary efforts must be developed to include investment in shared infrastructure. This is especially important for cross-disciplinary efforts involving cluster hires or where a focus resides within multiple colleges. UC’s Office of Planning+Design+Construction, under the direction of architect Mary Beth McGrew, has already begun the process of developing feasibility plans for shared space across campus. This plan should be re-evaluated at the senior administrative and collegiate levels and implemented to meet the needs of developing cross-disciplinary programs.

Recommendation 4 (Changes in University/College Policy): Create and publish a strategic research plan for all colleges. Each of our 14 colleges and schools should be expected to formally evaluate their current strategic plans relative to the guiding values and recommendations for research in this document. This process should be a collaborative effort between faculty and the Dean of each college. This evaluation should include an analysis of opportunities for alignment with the focus areas as described above, as well as those areas which lie outside the focus areas but are deemed essential to the future of the college. This evaluation should specifically consider innovative means of achieving disciplinary, cross-disciplinary and cross-collegiate collaboration outside of the five focus areas. It is recognized that essential areas of research may lie outside of the five focus areas, which will require continued support and investment. Such areas should be clearly defined within the college plans. A specific analysis by each college should include inter alia: sharing of resources, sharing of faculty, mutual respect and recognition and integration with education. The resulting documents should be published either on the college web site or in a central location on the Office of Research web pages specifically designed for this purpose. The next challenge we face will be to guide how colleges and individuals work together such that “No college or faculty is left behind.”
GOAL 4. UC MUST CREATE A SUSTAINABLE FACULTY ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURE FOR RESEARCH/SCHOLARSHIP

Recommendation 5 (Changes in University/College policy; Investment; Programmatic; Infrastructure; Faculty Development): Create a professionally staffed unit which support faculty success in research and research career development, train faculty in core research methodology, help in seeking research funding and foster cross-disciplinary research. Such a unit should integrate with other faculty support units such as CET&L, in order to ensure long term faculty success balancing teaching and research within a career from Assistant Professor to retirement. This may be done by creating an umbrella organization such as a Center for Enhancement of Research Careers (CERC) that provides value and training at ALL levels of faculty career development similar to what CET&L provides for teaching and learning. The model in place through the Center for Clinical Translational Science and Training (CCTST) could be expanded to support a more diverse faculty across the entire campus and its regionals. Additional Steps would include:

Step 1. Create communality to build strong cross-disciplinary teams. Creating a productive, vibrant and sustainable interdisciplinary team requires a communal core possibly structured around a shared graduate degree program and/or a shared space, shared “time” (bringing everyone together for weekly and/or monthly day-long retreats), or shared resources. Most critical will be a shared vision or mission.

Step 2. Develop programs to reward and recognize faculty to work collaboratively using team science. In summary, develop guides to effective and productive cluster development through CERC.

Step 3. Support a far more robust program of cross-disciplinary workshops, grant-writing workshops, colloquia, and seminars featuring high-profile, internal and external participants who would be broadly attractive to constituents throughout the University. External participants especially provide validation to current research endeavors and serve as a source of enlightenment to spark creativity and drive innovation.

Step 4. Train faculty on how to reach out to community and industry partners. Concentrated efforts to understand the needs of potential community and industry partners provide a win-win opportunity: additional resources and jobs for our students, and high-quality R&D products and highly-trained employees for industry.

Step 5. Help train faculty on critical professional practices. This expertise could include: hiring practices, performing annual reviews, philosophies and methods for creating a functional and incentivized work environment, and the many other management skills critical for successful, thriving units, centers, and
departments. Such efforts should be integrated with succession planning within each unit.

**Step 6. Encourage and train the research leaders of tomorrow** to effectively develop and manage disciplinary and cross-disciplinary research groups, shared spaces and shared resources. **In summary, create our own system of internal well-managed clusters.**

**Step 7. Encourage departments “lending” or “exchanging” faculty with other department for research, teaching or co-teaching a course.** Such effort must take into account a fair financial model for both colleges (mutual exchanges, inter-collegiate VP’s, inter-collegiate sabbaticals, etc.).

**Recommendation 6 (Changes in University/College Policy; Investment required):**
Create enhanced revenue streams for the university, colleges and faculty in support of their research enterprise.

**Step 1. Re-model PBB to reward individual/inter-collegiate and cross-disciplinary research.** Either adjust PBB to support cross-disciplinary and cross-collegiate research or develop an alternative budgeting model that does not make a College’s (and the University’s) research mission subservient to its success in competing with other Colleges for undergraduate enrollment. The argument that tuition dollars are revenue generators and research is not is inherent in any and all universities which are research intensive and is counterproductive to the mission of research. A new model should: a) focus on rewarding new revenue generation that enhances the University’s overall revenue stream, rather than cross-college competition that does not; b) incentivize cross-disciplinary collaborations that enhance the ability of the University to attract new, high-quality faculty and students who are increasingly drawn to these outstanding research efforts; and c) recognize activities that elevate the stature of the University.

**Step 2. Enhance opportunities to diversify funded research portfolio.**

A. Take advantage of databases of funding sources, Academic Analytics and our lobbying groups in Washington and Columbus. Dedicated university-wide support for identifying those resources and other opportunities and distributing that information in a timely fashion by the Office of Research is essential.

B. Develop stronger partnerships with industry, particularly in cases in which there is a natural relationship. The relationship of CEAS with GE Aviation (leveraged through UCRI) and, more recently, the relationship between Eli Lilly and the College of Medicine are cogent examples.

C. Emphasize the opportunity value of a research partnership with industry rather than trying to over-control the intellectual property. Formulate a
contractual template that stimulates and attracts industrial partnership, including favorable IP terms for industry.

D. Provide formal training on entrepreneurism as a means of diversifying our research portfolio, and how that can be achieved by our research faculty.

E. Create opportunity for communication and networking, through a venue of frequent face-to-face meetings (in a variety of venues and capacities) in which top researchers, center directors and university leaders engage with potential external partners in industry and government.

F. Uncover goals and interests with external research partners in industry and government to facilitate future collaborations.

G. Improve integration with UC Foundation:
   1. Redirect the UC Foundation to measure success by gains made at UC in our strategic plan.
   2. Measures of success should also be governed by the ability to generate research rather than the number or size of gifts.
   3. This effort will need to directly pursue corporate funding opportunities, and to work more proactively with units to enhance alumni relations, which may be prerequisites to robust corporate contributions.
   4. We must identify better ways to integrate UC Foundation efforts in the overall research mission of the University. This integration may require a new model of interaction between the UC Foundation and UC, which not only considers the needs of individual colleges, but also emphasizes the fundamental principles for overall university research efforts.
   5. Work with the UC Foundation to create entrepreneurial streams of funding as gifts to support commercialization of UC IP by faculty and students.

Step 3. Provide additional funds for pilot projects prior to external grant submissions, as well as bridge funds to sustain productive research in periods between external funding. Re-evaluate the internal grant systems and funding levels (University Research Council) to foster diverse research and grant training for graduate student and junior faculty, as well as provide research incentives to mid-level faculty, and career-shift funds to more senior faculty to change focus in their career path.

Step 4. Revise the Facilities & Administration (F&A) (i.e. Overhead or Indirect Cost) distribution model to one that is more supportive of research infrastructure within the university/college structure and incentivizes research effort by faculty and colleges.

Recommendation 7 (Changes in University/College Policy; Programmatic; Faculty Development): Change the fundamental way we hire and place faculty to include a cross-disciplinary model in addition to the traditional disciplinary model.
Step 1. Create an institution-wide policy for joint appointments that includes: procedures for hiring, allocation of work and research revenues, annual evaluation, tenure and/or promotion, etc. Develop Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) templates that outline all relevant aspects in the joint appointment, to be used for offers, annual reviews, and RPT.

Step 2. Develop university-wide hiring practices (with requisite training) that make use of the best research on locating and attracting a broad, strong and diverse pool of applicants and reducing unconscious bias in evaluating, interviewing and selecting applicants, to ensure the highest quality candidate available for all aspects of the position. Cluster hires among colleges should be also supported.

Step 3. Allow alumni and industry partners to participate in the hiring of STEM faculty where desirable. They may have connections to expand the pool and can offer useful industry practices for evaluating candidates. If they are engaged and invested in the decision, they may be willing to offer resources to the new hire, in the form of start-up funds, equipment, lab space, collaborations, etc. greatly sweetening the pot to attract the strongest candidate.

Recommendation 8 (Changes in University/College Policy; Investment Required; Infrastructure): Level the playing field by providing sufficient research infrastructure support (offices/personnel) for ALL colleges in the UC system as defined by that college in conjunction with the Office of Research.

Recommendation 9 (Changes in University/College Policy): Form a standing committee of faculty committed to cross-disciplinary research (similar to UC Forward) for both Pathways. Use it to map diverse research efforts and use it to foster new relationships in emerging fields and topics. Help emerging research in traditionally unfunded disciplines and colleges and connect to it traditionally funded researchers to create hybrids. Promote senior and young faculty interaction to leverage wisdom and experience with current and emerging approaches. Create greater diversity in research efforts by building a pipeline for minority researchers that starts with undergraduates running through graduate and post docs to create a source from within UC to develop minority faculty; thereby, making it more appealing to external candidates considering UC when they see our commitment. Such a standing committee could also provide guidance in selecting future research focus areas of excellence.

GOAL 5. REALIGN FACULTY REWARD SYSTEM TO VALUE FACULTY AS LONG-TERM DRIVERS OF RESEARCH AS WELL AS EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCe

Faculty incentives at UC are not optimally organized for building a top-tier research institution. Some constraining forces are connected to the current model of Reappointment, Promotion and
Tenure (RPT), which emphasizes proof of worthiness in the early years of employment while neglecting the post-tenure value of faculty in conducting and supporting research. The traditional model of RPT as being faculty driven with a focus on discipline and college will not change, but rather emphasis to value cross-disciplinary efforts with other disciplines or colleges must be included. In this goal, we highlight changes to the current system where revision and/or supplementation may “free-up” faculty to engage in more robust, wide-ranging research projects, take advantage of new opportunities for collaboration inside and outside the institution, and support essential functions of the research infrastructure, such as mentoring and service.

**Recommendation 10 (Changes in University/College Policy; Faculty Development): Provide enhanced opportunities and options for career development leading up to and beyond tenure.** Faculty pre-tenure and post-tenure should emphasize long-term careers from their first day in academics to retirement. It should be recognized as well that any support mechanism must be flexible to recognize how faculty needs will change over the course of a career. The following are **Options** that might be considered in the future in providing that flexibility.

**Option 1. Provide a more flexible tenure clock across the entire university system.** Currently, with few exceptions, the university is forced to make a decision on tenure by the 7th year. This is an artificial timeline, set by cultural norms and not practical considerations concerning faculty career development. Faculty have always been able to request an early tenure decision, but how does anyone benefit (university or faculty) by forcing a decision by 7 years, if both parties wish more time? Consideration should be given to faculty/colleges for extending the decision regarding tenure to the 10th year.

**Option 2. Provide counseling and training to faculty in planning the long-term research career trajectory beyond achievement of tenure.** This effort should be to promote mentoring, and to promote faculty research rewards and recognition, etc. Excellence should continuously be emphasized combined with efforts to promote and enhance faculty election to national academies or other national and international opportunities for recognition.

**Option 3. Award faculty engaged in active scholarship with increased opportunities for paid leave or release time outside of the usual sabbatical leave and merit based systems currently in place.** Find ways to give faculty more “deep” free time for research. Establish a model for research faculty which balances effort between teaching and research. Most importantly, understand as a university, the balance between teaching and research and how each affect the other, and reward excellence in teaching as we do excellence in research towards faculty career success. As with the current system, faculty will need to provide a detailed plan for how their activities will be helpful both to their own career goals and to the institution’s goals for growing our research enterprise.
Figure 2: A strong theme amongst our original recommendations is the procurement and development of human resources at all career stages. The graphic above visualizes the process. Squares represent existing programs, clouds represent aspirational programs.

**Option 4. Create an additional promotion opportunity after full professor.** Full professors are needed to take on leadership/directorship roles in departments, provide mentoring of junior faculty, and bring their years of academic knowledge and experience to serve in upper administration. Such efforts need to be valued and rewarded. Full professors are the most valuable human resource we have in our University; however, we often do not reap the full benefits of their talents (and our investments). We need a formal means to acknowledge and reward those who achieve and maintain excellence in their work long after the title “full” and well before the title “emeritus.” We should also continue to leverage senior faculty knowledge by providing innovative lifestyle options (gradual progression toward retirement over 5-10 years) that will encourage continued involvement while looking forward to a secure retirement.

**Option 5. Emphasize successful, long-term career trajectories early in the tenure path.** New professors need support and guidance to get their research going, while managing teaching and service commitments. Attention needs to focus on long-term career success of a young faculty member, without over-emphasizing the tenure decision. Young faculty should be trained to think far beyond tenure in their professional decisions. They should learn to have a vision and benchmarked goals that will exceed tenure expectations and set them on a trajectory of success for their entire professional career at UC. [Figure 2.]

**Option 6. Provide flexible career paths for both pre and post-tenure with training in research at multiple levels.** Establish mentoring at all career stages. Re-engage emeriti and senior level faculty to encourage their active participation in research, administration or mentoring activities. Focus on developing and
retaining existing faculty rather than recruiting from the outside alone.

**Option 7. Develop a broader definition of sponsored research (i.e., maintaining our traditional research portfolio while encouraging innovative research mechanisms, industry-sponsored research and entrepreneurial activities) in direct support of faculty career advancement.** Position and allow faculty to perform and benefit career-wise or financially from innovative research and entrepreneurial activity through entities such as the University of Cincinnati Research Institute (UCRI) as long as they maintain excellence and fulfill obligations in their UC effort by establishing workload policies for all colleges.

**III. Scholarship and Research in the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences:**

These recommendations aim to improve the absolute and relative support of arts, humanities, and social science research/scholarship at the University of Cincinnati. In so doing the commitment and productivity of research in these fields and for research across the University will be enhanced.

**The Value of the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences (Output):** Research in the visual and performing arts, humanities, and social sciences provides immeasurable value to the University of Cincinnati and the communities it serves.

1. **Reputational Capital** - Pathway B Research faculty contribute to UC’s international reputation. Students choose UC because of faculty reputation. Faculty develop positive community relationships through outreach, including performances, public lectures, and consulting. They engage in regional, national, and international research collaborations that heighten the institution’s reputation around the world. Faculty deliver invited talks, produce popularly consumed publications, pen opinion pieces, and deliver interviews in general media. Pathway B Research faculty are engaged in a variety of community projects.

2. **Public Good** - Pathway B Research pursues the public good. It is involved with identifying, exploring, and articulating conditions, formulating problems, or analyzing states of affairs. The outcomes of Pathway B Research are often the result of stimulating, or enhancing human capacity (emotions, senses, ideas). The innovativeness of Pathway B Research comes from the manner in which it changes how people think about the world; it alters and influences how people learn and participate in civic life. This research often involves an exercise of imagination. This kind of research neither relies on producing predictable outcomes, nor can its outcomes necessarily solve specific problems. Instead, it engages enduring problems, questions, and issues.

3. **Project Outcomes and Assessment** - Pathway B Research can lead to an incredible
diversity of outcomes. Successful research production can include publications, invited lectures, visiting professorships, funding (donations, grants, and commercialization projects), community performances or shows, presented papers, course adoptions, references in newspapers or other popular periodicals, and shifts in public policy or intellectual paradigms.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ASSESSING VALUE:** An accurate assessment of research must value the full variety of projects undertaken at UC. Assessment must account for imagination, innovation, connection to the community and social problems, aesthetic value, instrumental value, and reach. The question becomes, can the university develop a method of assessment flexible enough to accommodate the variety of research produced on its diverse campus?

We must move away from an assessment model that depends upon the number of publications, number of papers presented, and size of external grants to define the research success. Rather, we should honor awards, the extent of readership/viewership, and citation indices. This broader assessment model can help indicate the impact of research on the scholar’s discipline, the breadth of interdisciplinary influence, and engagement in the community.

Projects should be assessed for internal grant-worthiness based upon the intrinsic value of the work itself. However, other measures of the work’s outcome can demonstrate to external reviewers and the general public the value of the work conducted in these areas, including a discussion of the reach of the project and even discussions of funding (grant-based, commercialization, and philanthropic) associated with the project.

**CORE AREAS OF FOCUS:** Initial areas of focus in Pathway B (See Section I. For Pathway A) will build on existing foundations, and were suggested where UC:

1) Has proven disciplinary expertise, leadership and strength;
2) Has competitive opportunity in areas of academic and societal importance;
3) Were assessed through a process of External Review in the summer of 2013 (Appendix A);
4) Were selected by faculty consensus in a yearlong process including *Listening to the Future*, faculty forums, discussion with Dean’s and faculty feedback through the VP for Research web site.

There are six areas of research strength identified and which could be built upon for future success:

- Urbanization
- Visual Studies
- Sustainability
- Global Studies
Enhancement of existing disciplines or the creation of new programmatic areas will offer the best opportunities to promote sustainable scholarship, advance the reputation of the university and attract the best and brightest students. A support structure of existing faculty and recruitment of new faculty would be done through an RFP process which addresses overall goals, means to ensure equality and inclusiveness across a college or campus, areas of initial research effort, define measures of outcome, efforts necessary to make the program sustainable, and an estimate to the number of faculty, facilities and start-up funding required for development. This process should be open to new focus areas if a clear case can be made for college or campus-wide participation. This will also depend on colleges to create and publish their own strategic plans for scholarship. (See Section II, Recommendation 4.) Needs for cross-disciplinary cluster hires must be defined including how cross-college or inter-collegiate teams will interact, any special needs such as shared or combined facilities that will be required, and barriers which must be overcome for success of the effort (shared space, RPT, joint appointments, etc.).

By building upon the above research strengths, the University of Cincinnati has a terrific opportunity to utilize already vibrant and rigorous work being done by faculty in the arts, humanities, performing arts and social sciences. In addition, opportunity also exists in integrating areas of focus in Pathway B with areas of focus in Pathway A, further strengthening both Pathway efforts.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Aim:** For the University of Cincinnati to be better positioned to create a research environment that uses and builds upon the individual and collective research strengths of faculty in the arts, humanities, and social sciences.

**Investing in Pathway B Research (INPUT):** To further improve Pathway B Research, the University of Cincinnati must make strategic investments in areas of need.

1. **Space** - UC currently has no policies regarding studio rental for Pathway B researchers: faculty in Architecture, Fine Art, Interior Design, Fashion, and other fields, often cannot pursue creative research in the confines of their office and must pay for studio space. The short-term lease of off-campus space could allow greater creativity, collaboration, and interaction with the community. A new URC off-campus lease fund could also support exhibition or gallery space for public history, art, or design installations.

**Recommendations:**
- A competitive application process to fund studio space
• Competitive grants to support exhibition expenses
• Competitive grants to specifically support community-based research

2. Time - For many Pathway B research professors, time is more valuable than money. URC has traditionally focused its arts, humanities and social science dollars on summer stipends or research support for faculty research programs, “primarily for those in the initial stages of developing their research careers.” URC should also make investments in mid-career faculty research. A sabbatical policy that grants a full year off at half pay allows too few researchers extended release time from teaching to pursue sustained research. A URC Fellowship program could provide faculty with such release time. A fellowship of $8,000 could be used for release time and to pay for adjunct professors to give the faculty member a semester release to focus on research. Faculty who apply and receive one of these fellowships could be designated as “URC Faculty Release Fellows.” URC should also restore funding of the existing summer stipend program, which declined from $243,000 in 2004/05 to $150,000 in 2012/13.

Recommendations:
• URC should create a Faculty Release Fellow Program for Pathway B Research.
• Institutional support for teaching-based research by integrating such classes into current faculty teaching load.
• Streamlining competitive grants so that they provide funding for both research and travel and the time needed away from teaching to do this.
• Staff support (sourcing, writing, and administering grants; planning of exhibition and events)

3. Resources - Some Pathway B researchers have no departmental or college travel funds to present research at national and international meetings, colloquia, and symposia. Similarly, most faculty have no reliable access to research travel funds, to support archival or site visits. A minority of Pathway B faculty can access resources from the Taft Research Center and the Semple Fund for travel support. Further, these funds should not be used to supply basic research support, such as funding for conference travel. Rather, they should encourage research excellence. In addition, URC should create a new fund to support the expenses of publication and promotion: copyright, copying of musical parts, copyediting of monographs and articles, indexing and related bibliography services, layered costs associated with image rights, gallery fees and publicity, media support for promotion and global access. Pathway B researchers need a funding source to help defray the expenses of publication and distribution. Another new URC fund should support the acquisition of research materials, instruments, and equipment. Without access to internal funding for research materials, from pigments to software, innovative research can be stifled. Finally, most colleges and departments offer essentially no startup support for new faculty. URC can fill this gap with a new fund.
Recommendations:

- The creation of a publication fund
- National conference travel scholarships
- International conference travel scholarships
- Scholarships for research materials (specifically geared to materials needed for studio practice, community-based research, and teaching-based research)
- A competitive grant to offset research expenses after a faculty member has reached a certain threshold in out of pocket expenses
- Shift away from PBB to values-based budgeting

4. Grant Writer - Pathway B researchers need help identifying external funding opportunities, navigating the sometimes complex application process, and perfecting grant writing skills. URC should hire a permanent professional grant writer with an expertise in the arts, humanities, and social science opportunities.

IV. Integration of Research and Education:

It should be first recognized that both research and education are equally vital to the Mission and Vision of the University of Cincinnati. It should also, however, be recognized that both research and education are mutually dependent on each other for success. As examples:

- You cannot have experiential learning without providing the experience. Research is a major and essential contributor to that experience for students.
- The key to recruiting the best and brightest students is having the best and brightest faculty scholars. The key to recruiting the best and brightest faculty scholars is having a student body representing the best and brightest with whom faculty can interact.
- It is faculty who are providing the intellectual property for the future of growth of this country; education, on the other hand is providing the workforce, researchers and educators for our future. The future of both lies in the success of the other.

Finding ways to integrate research and education is essential in our moving forward as a university. This process would best begin by taking into account how programs in education including enrollment, curriculum, student experience and workforce development impact our capacity to do research; and vice versa, how decisions on research impact our ability to educate. No place is this more important than addressing the impact of balancing research and teaching has on faculty career success. This issue can also be best addressed by a close working relationship between the Provost, responsible for student and faculty success, the VP for Research, responsible for research success, the Dean’s, responsible for both and the faculty, upon which the success of both research and education truly lie.
Conclusion:

If the University of Cincinnati wants to remain as a high research intensive institution, we are faced with significant challenges that must take place to ensure our future success. Academic research is a core driver of discovery in all of the University missions and this core value must be reaffirmed and supported. Academic research efforts must be broad-based and embrace both funded and unfunded efforts, fundamental as well as applied research, and research in the arts and humanities, social sciences, performing arts as well as in STEM. Within this document are recommendations for cultural shifts, institutional decisions and generating a more robust infrastructure that must take place to foster a more diverse and sustainable research climate. At the very core of our success is valuing the contribution of our entire faculty and creating a nurturing environment for faculty success. These suggested actions will not be possible without significant new resources in time, space and funding. Although investments must be “smart” and responsible, they must be sufficient to ensure success. A vibrant research mission will ensure success in attaining and living up to our *Vision* and our *Mission* long into the future.
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Executive Summary

Under the new leadership of President Santa Ono, University of Cincinnati is undertaking an extensive yearlong process of creating a strategic research plan conducted by the Office of Research under the direction of Vice President of Research Bill Ball. This process has been designed along three primary pathways including: Pathway A – Research in Health, the Sciences and Engineering (Traditionally Sponsored Research Efforts); Pathway B – Research/Scholarship in the Arts, Humanities, Law and Social Sciences; and Pathway C – Industry Partnerships, Commercialization, Workforce Development and the Role of the University in Community economic development.

Professors Adrian Parr and Jana Braziel have been designated co-Chairs of the faculty research board for Pathway B, and have conducted meetings with affiliated faculty since last January, and produced an initial draft of a White Paper on Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities.

Gregg Lambert and Frances Bronet constitute an external review committee charged with lending our perspective to this process as well as providing input into the organization of the overall strategic planning process intended to yield a comprehensive and strategic research vision for the next 5-10 years. During a two-day visit on August 26-27, 2013, we conducted meetings and discussions with the Vice President of Research, Co-chairs and members of the Research Board for Pathway B, as well as Senior Administrative Officers, Deans, and Directors of the University, Schools, Colleges and Centers (a complete schedule of our meetings is attached as appendix B). In the following report, we offer our impressions and recommendations following our discussions with various constituencies and based upon a review of the materials that were
provided to us before and during our visit.

First of all, we applaud President Ono’s vision to recognize the centrality of humanities in the mission of the university. In addition, we acknowledge Dr. Ball’s commitment, willingness and actions to develop plans for multiple research voices while opening up transparency of the office of Research demonstrates forward thinking. Dr. Ball sees his work as facilitating the work of the faculty, creating places for input in how research works at the university. His inclusion of arts, humanities and social sciences confirms the university’s awareness of the breadth of scholarly/research/creative inquiry. Historically, due to funding pressures, these areas have often been excluded from strategic planning or relegated to a lesser tier. The current Office of Research at UC recognizes the work as not only fulfilling a public good, but also in preparing the landscape for a truly comprehensive research university.

According to its published mission statement, “The University of Cincinnati serves the people of Ohio, the nation, and the world as a premier, public, urban Research University dedicated to undergraduate, graduate, and professional education, experience-based learning, and research; through scholarship, service, partnerships, and leadership, to create opportunity, develop educated and engaged citizens, and to enhance the economy, and enrich the city, state and global community.”

The opportunity, as we see it, is to continue to encourage distinction at UC that develops multiple kinds of practices while creating a resilient research network that builds upon the strength of the existing infrastructure and assets in the programs, departments, and faculty identified with Pathway B. Throughout this report, we both affirm and will maintain the distinction between the institutional and disciplinary locations of the knowledge and faculty associated with Pathway B (i.e., Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences) and the schema of the Pathways A-B-C as a constructive paradigm for looking into the future of research in the areas. Both during our visit, and afterwards, we came to view the survey and assessment of existing “research” outside the traditional categories and frameworks a potentially productive and visionary exercise in the process of strategic planning, since it not only registers current strengths, but most importantly, future areas of growth, opportunity, emphasis, interdisciplinary research, and community engagement.

A. The Shifting Landscape of Personnel and Conflicting Priorities

During our visit, we immediately noted two features of the current landscape of the University of Cincinnati that certainly need to be highlighted as having a major impact on any future strategic planning process and will likely determine its probable success or failure:

1. The very recent and sweeping change of personnel at all levels of the senior administration, including the President, Deans and staff;
2. The continued presence of previous strategic planning and processes that were left in mid-stream, as well as new and parallel initiatives by President Santa Ono, that were a source of confusion, anticipation, and sometimes cynicism.

Although this does not pertain to our focus on pathway B research, in keeping with our charge by the Office of Research, we feel that these environmental and transitional factors must be addressed in a coherent and forward manner by President Ono himself prior to moving forward along the pathways set out by strategic planning process—if only to invest these next and crucial steps with confidence and sure footing. The psychological and social climate of anxiety that accompanies dramatic shifts in leadership and administration will come as no surprise to anyone reading this report, but the continued existence of this anxiety will be a factor in shaping the results. In fact, the University of Cincinnati is in a unique situation because of the global nature of this transition, which may very well become the basis of not only a step forward, but a great leap into the future if the transition is properly managed in the current moment.

Concerning the second point, during our discussion with the Deans in particular, we learned of different priorities and agendas that were the products of previous administrations (e.g., AAU ranking, etc.), as well as many initiatives that were still in a process of being considered and/or scrapped. As a result, one of the impressions we had from both some Deans and also of some faculty was a “wait and see what comes next” attitude which, at the very least, bordered on passivity and, at its most pernicious, created a cynical climate in some cases or individuals we met.

In addition, during our visit we learned that President Ono announced a new initiative for the Liberal Arts in the University, and formed a committee composed of Deans and several faculty from various Colleges and Schools, including one of the co-Chairs of the Pathway B research working group. This new and parallel initiative immediately created confusion concerning its relationship to the strategic planning of the Office of Research already underway since last January, and some questions arose regarding the relationship and potential overlapping of processes. However, as a result of the synchronicity of the announcement of the Liberal Arts initiative with our visit to campus, we immediately began to think of the advantage of both processes running concurrently with different emphases, methods of organization, and with a different outcome in the strategic planning process.

B. The Historical Pattern of Funding in Pathway B

a. As the White Paper reports, “several funding streams exist for supporting Pathway B Research at the University of Cincinnati: the University Research Council, the Charles Phelps Taft Memorial Endowment Fund and the Taft Research Center, and the Semple Fund endowed to the Classics Department; and funding to support teaching and professional development (often integral to research) may be sought from the Faculty Development Council (FDC), the UC International Office, and UC Forward. Most of the
research funds available to support Pathway B Research are quite modest. For example, the average annual funds awarded to Taft faculty are typically less than $3,000 (unless the faculty member is a fellowship recipient in a given year); and the overwhelming majority of the Taft Fund is dedicated to support student (graduate and undergraduate) research” (“Pathway B Research: A White Paper on Research in the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences,” p. 3). With regard to the research funding available through the FDC, however, we have noted that the total funding between 2005 and 2013 has declined by approximately $257,000.00 dollars, from $600,909.00 in 2005 to its current level of $342,500.00 dollars. (Here, we might also speculate that the FDC funds both Path A and Path B research, including graduate and undergraduate research endeavors, and so the actual funding available to faculty in Path B will be a smaller percentage overall.)

b. Aside from funding from endowment and gifts, funding for research in Path B has not historically depended upon external sources. Here, external sources are often hierarchically valued, where Federal Research Expenditures are highest. However, this does not merit the term “unfunded research” in comparison with research in science and technology, for example, where there is a direct investment by government, corporate, state and local enterprises—and where there is also the possibility of revenue sharing and other motivations for partnering with university research priorities. These motives are clearly present in the identified areas of research strength in the Path A strategic planning, such as Information Science, Environment, Sensing, Health, and Manufacturing & Services. It is also important to acknowledge that Path A funding is not all external, and takes investment (labs, equipment, faculty, students, etc. for external funding success as well).

Having no external or fiduciary stimulus, Path B research has traditionally depended on internal sources of funding in order to serve and enhance the educational and academic missions of the research university, to maintain and enhance the competitive profile of the university nationally, and thus, to produce “reputational capital” that will directly benefit the university and its various constituencies (from students obtaining degrees to faculty obtaining competitive research grants), as well as the various forms of “social capital” that a thriving university generates both for and within its immediate environments. In other words, there is an implicit, but often unacknowledged, symbiotic relationship between the success of Path A research and the strength and vitality of research located under Path B, a relationship that is often assumed as a given, or based upon anecdotal and traditional metrics that highlight a few successful departments and faculty that have produced notoriety, and function as a synecdoche of the whole, or the sails of the ship.

Accordingly, during our conversations with many different constituencies, from faculty to administration, we noted a consensus with regard to the most successful programs and departments associated with the disciplines of the Humanities & Social Sciences, as well as in Architecture and Urban Design; however, the picture of the total research taking place in the
surrounding disciplines and departments, and a vast majority of the faculty, remained somewhat invisible (at least, from our cursory viewpoint). From this perspective, several questions occurred to us regarding whether the organization of research into pathways that were often defined “funded vs. unfunded” research, or according to historical metrics of “strength vs. weakness” in assessing the distribution of disciplinary and faculty value in terms of research profile, will yield a strategic vision that is matched not only to the past or the present, but also to the changing future of the university. Here, we see three overall questions that need to be considered in organizing the research product according to these three pathways:

- How will the values and metrics for research in Path B be determined in an overall and comprehensive vision of the total research product of UC? Here, we see a unique opportunity to set up parallel, not unequal, system of values between different research enterprises. This would include but not be limited to funding, awards, publications, and citations of creative work or scholarship.
- Is there a consistent framework for research support and administrative representation for each pathway in the current structures of the University, or is there a need for new structures to be put into place to reinforce a comprehensive vision and equality between pathways, especially when there is historically the perception of inequality in research and funding priorities?

Addressing the second point, in our meetings with faculty and Directors, we noted a tendency to envisage this new structure in terms of the current administrative organization: as the creation of an Associate Dean for Research in Pathway B who could consequently “sit at the table” with other senior level administrators, and who would be charged with advocating for the funding priorities in this area. We were concerned that such a structure would only serve to reinforce current distributions and rationales, would be viewed negatively by Deans and Directors as “competitive” and potentially an encroachment upon their traditional role as the principal advocates for their divisions and programs, and; finally, as a potentially expensive and not cost-efficient solution that would drain potential sources of funding that could be better spent on faculty research. In our recommendations below, we will propose an alternative model of engagement involving the faculty councils or working groups already set up for each pathway; however, before this, we might suggest that senior administration and Deans recognize this historical perception of administrative decision-making and attempt to address this in the transition to the new administrative culture of the University of Cincinnati under President Santa Ono’s leadership.

C. The Organization and Process of the Three Pathways

In this section, we will turn to the organization of the three Pathways themselves, with emphasis on creating parallel (i.e., equal) structures, schedules, and organizational steps in the strategic planning process. As noted above, this process has been designed along three primary pathways
including: Pathway A – Research in Health, the Sciences and Engineering (Traditionally Sponsored Research Efforts); Pathway B – Research/Scholarship in the Arts, Humanities, Law and Social Sciences; and Pathway C – Industry Partnerships, Commercialization, Workforce Development and the Role of the University in Community economic development.

We do understand that the perception of a schema based on “funded vs. unfunded” research causes some concern with constituents of Pathway B, given that an automatic perception of hierarchy associated with the historical association of externally funded research in Pathway A. It is significant that Dr. Ball is building a larger research structure that enhances the normative and aspirational Association of American Universities (AAU) framework most closely aligned (perhaps erroneously) with Pathway A. “The Association of American Universities (AAU) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization of 62 leading public and private research universities in the United States and Canada. The AAU focuses on issues that are important to research-intensive universities, such as funding for research, research policy issues, and graduate and undergraduate education.

In this regard, AAU metrics are one way of measuring outcome, and it is important to remark that the AAU values most highly federal research expenditures. However, National Academies Memberships, Faculty Awards, Fellowships, and Memberships, and Citations - all of which are staples of Pathway B research - are valued as well. A comprehensive university will include all of these as metrics. This is part of “reputational capital.” Pathway B can be as successful in achieving these accolades and indicators. In addition, with regard to Pathway C, the AAU Phase II Indicators include Industry, State, local and USDA research expenditures; although Phase II indicators may carry less value, they are part of distinguishing the total research product of the university.

Nevertheless, the AAU establishes a set of standards; they do not create a vision or mission for the university. The Office for Research is presenting an understanding that research is an ecological system, which includes the independent researcher, the collaborative unit, and multiple kinds of practices. In other words, we believe that Dr. Ball has installed a much more robust model, based on an open ecosystem of research support and accolades where three pathways and their strengths can co-exist and overlap. All of these need to be supported, given that no one can predict best future practices; therefore, a strong commitment to “hybridity” in its multiple forms and senses will create a more resilient network in all three Pathways, given that the reputational capital of a comprehensive university is part of the institution’s eligibility and competitiveness at a national level.

Here, we briefly list five structural elements that can be employed to reinforce coherence and equality in the strategic planning process by organizing all Pathways in a parallel manner:

1) Mirroring Structures of Organization and Planning: Set up parallel processes for planning and employ the same schedule in all strategic planning steps.
2) Faculty Councils: We recommend permanently establishing faculty councils for each Pathway according to some consensual process approved by the stake-holders, and; that representatives of the respective councils meet equally with VP Research to coordinate recommendations and implementation of strategic planning for each Pathway.

3) Inter-Connectivity and Knowledge Brokering: Research initiatives and priorities should be transparent and communicated between the different faculty councils. This will provide opportunity for the creative association of research interests when possible to produce the effect of “hybridity” noted above. For example, there are various new fields of inquiry associated with Pathway B research that could contribute to the listed areas of focus in Pathway A (e.g., “sensing” and “digital humanities”), as well as the very large, complex and interdisciplinary problems (e.g. “health” and “medical humanities”).

4) Maintain clarity among the research initiatives and set up models for developing new sources of revenue. In particular, Pathway B Research needs to have diversified portfolios of funding, including sources of internal funding and resources for development of sustainable business models. There is also an opportunity to leverage existing resources. This will require communication amongst leaders supervising those funds (noted in Section B.a.).

5) Support for all Pathways must be clearly advocated and supported by President Ono in collaboration with the VP for Research, Provost Davenport and the Deans.

6) Finally, in all stages, there needs to be constant communication between the VP for Research and the Deans, as well as some additional funds available to Schools and Divisions to implement strategic hiring, staffing, technology transfer and institutional support.

This is a unique opportunity to develop University of Cincinnati’s profile as a comprehensive research university. By implementing strategies for support and communication for all Pathways with a clear research mandate for cultural, technical, aesthetic and social impact, the combination of Pathways can lead to increased reputational and intellectual capital.

GENERAL SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS:

Objective: To develop clear strategies of support and communication in all Pathways with an additional mandate in Pathway B for cultural, technical, aesthetic and social impact, as well as increased reputational and intellectual capital that serves the community, the city, and the state.

a. Confirm to all constituencies an overall goal to be a comprehensive research university
b. Follow Mission of University as being integral to defined priorities of strategic planning
c. Establish that combining Pathways A plus B plus C sets a clear direction for success and to be competitive
   o Build a common identity around incorporation (These exist in universities such as Syracuse: Scholarship in Action; the Oregon Model – integration)
d. Establish equivalent value for Pathways A, B, C
e. Set up opportunities for overlap in Pathways A, B, C
f. Establish structural frameworks that allow parallel success.
   o For example, Pathway B to create similar structure for goals, implementation, and measurement of success to Pathways A, C
   o Implement that a faculty member from Pathway B must be on Pathway A & C working groups (e.g. faculty who understands melding of A and B as relevant).

  g. Invest in finding external support for Pathway B research.

  h. Acknowledge that Path A funding is not all external, and requires internal investment (labs, equipment, faculty, students, etc.)

  i. Leverage existing resources (e.g. Taft fund) in a much more focused way.

  j. Focus outcomes of Pathway B research on development of reputational and intellectual capital
   o Aspire to strategic ‘bests’ in the city, state, and world
   o Implement strategies for achieving goals
   o Include a research mandate that embraces cultural, aesthetic, and social impact

  k. Build strategic professional, industry, government, NGO, etc. partnerships

  l. See complex problems that require all Pathways as partners/exemplars:
   o Big data
   o Health
   o Water
   o Sustainability

  m. Finally, leadership at all levels must be invested in process and clear about their role in planning and implementation.
   o We encourage involvement by College Deans with the structure established by VPR Ball where they are fully vested in the process.
   o Specific measures of success must be built into P and T guidelines for all pathways.
   o Develop new methods of assessing reputational capital in Pathway B.
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EXTERNAL REVIEW AGENDA
AUGUST 25-27, 2013

Sunday, August 25, 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8:00am – 9:30am</th>
<th>Breakfast Meeting: William Ball, Vice President for Research; Adrian Parr, Chair of Taft Faculty and Department of Sociology &amp; School of Architecture &amp; Interior Design; Jana Braziel, Professor of Africana Studies – McMicken College of Arts &amp; Sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Clifton House Bed &amp; Breakfast (private dining room)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monday, August 26, 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9:30am – 10:00am</th>
<th>Jana Braziel will transport Gregg and Frances from The Clifton House to Van Wormer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel from The Clifton House to Van Wormer Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am – 11:00am</td>
<td>220 Van Wormer Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 am – 12:00pm</td>
<td>220 Van Wormer Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm – 12:30pm</td>
<td>Travel from Van Wormer to CCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30pm – 2:30pm</td>
<td>Baur Room at CCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30pm – 2:25pm</td>
<td>CCM Starbucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:25pm – 3:30pm</td>
<td>Travel from Starbucks to Edwards One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm – 4:30pm</td>
<td>Taft Research Center 1110 Edwards One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm – 5:00pm</td>
<td>Break before The Taft Research Center Opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taft Research Center</td>
<td>1110 Edwards One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00pm – 6:30pm</td>
<td>Taft Center Opening: Beverly Davenport; Robert Probst, Dean of Design,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art, Architecture and Planning; William Ball; Adrian Parr; Jana Braziel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30pm – 7:00pm</td>
<td>Adrian will drive Frances and Gregg to dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm – 8:30pm</td>
<td>Dinner: Beverly Davenport; Robert Probst; Peter Landgren, Dean of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College-Conservatory of Music; William Ball; Adrian Parr; Jana Braziel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45am – 8:00am</td>
<td>Travel to University Hall: Bill Ball will pick up Frances and Gregg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel from The Clifton House to University Hall</td>
<td>and transport them to University Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am – 12:30 pm</td>
<td>Closing discussions regarding report to be submitted: Frances and Gregg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm – 1:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch: Frances; Gregg; Bill Ball; Raj Mehta, Vice Provost for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caminetto at the Kingsgate Marriott</td>
<td>International Affairs and Director, University Honors Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Please note, a few additional meetings were set up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm – 3:00pm</td>
<td>Final discussion regarding report: Frances and Gregg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00pm</td>
<td>Executive Transportation will pick up Frances Bronet and Gregg Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cincinnati Airport</td>
<td>from University Hall and take them to the airport to catch flights out at 4:50pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>